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Abstract— Notice board helps to communicate with the mass 

media. This project is designed to develop a Wireless Digital 

Notice Board. It is widely used to display latest information 

anywhere such as faculty, HOD. It has two module- 

transmitter and receiver. In transmitter module there are WI-

FI ESP8266, Microcontroller. In receiver module there are 

LED display. This project is based on STM32F103 

microcontroller. Android application provides security to the 

system. User sends the notices by mobile application, which 

is received at GSM modem and displayed on LED notice 

board. This project is our experiment on real time noticing. 

Key words: GSM (Global System for Mobile), Android, LED 

(Light Emitting Diode) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this online digital notice board, the project consists of two 

major modules. The first module is a simple user's mobile 

application. The second unit is the control module. 

For instance, this system can be achieved with the 

help of Android application, GSM modem and LCD display. 

The control unit comprises of a display, the Arduino board 

and the GSM module. The control unit will be placed in 

remote places. If any messages or information are needed to 

be displayed the user can send the information through 

android mobile phone to the display. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

A. Display Message on Notice Board using GSM [2013] 

This paper proposed the notice board system which saves 

time, energy and hence environment. Cost of printing and 

photocopying is also reduced as information can be given to 

a large number of people from our fingertips.  Thus we can 

conclude that this paper gives an idea to make use of GSM in 

communications to a next level. 

B. Wireless Electronics Display Board Using GSM 

Technology [2013] 

This paper develops a photo type laboratory model wireless 

notice board system with GSM modem connected to it, which 

displays the desired message of the user through an SMS in a 

most populated or crowded places. Notice boards are one of 

the widely used ones ranging from primary schools to major 

organizations to convey messages at large. 

C. A Protocol for End-to-End Secure Transmission of SMS 

[2014]  

Explain the Easy SMS protocol is successfully designed in 

order to provide end-to-end secure communication through 

SMS between mobile users. The analysis of the proposed 

protocol shows that the protocol is able to prevent various 

attacks. The transmission of symmetric key to the mobile 

users is e_ciently managed by the protocol. This protocol 

produces lesser comm -unication and computation over -

heads,utilizes bandwidthe ciently. 

 

D. Drawbacks of Existing System 

1) Order of Data 

In traditional notice board there are chances for the notices to 

go out of order. There are possiblity of losing the notice. 

2) Complexity 

Digital Notice Board is less complex compared to the system 

present now. 

3) Editing and Communication 

Manual data is difficult to edit if any changes are required in 

case after circulating but in digital board it is easy for the 

admin to edit the data and send. 

4) Records of Data 

In Digital Board it makes easy for the admin to keep the 

records of notices sent but in manual technique it is hard for 

the admin to maintain records which sometimes leads to loss 

of data. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Proposed system for hardware part: (A) the solution that has 

been adopted consists of a STM32F103 microcontroller. 

A. Features 

1) 72 MHz maximum frequency, 

2) Memories – 64 or 128 Kbytes of Flash memory – 20 

Kbytes of SRAM 

3) Clock, reset and supply management – 2.0 to 3.6 V 

application supply and I/Os – POR, PDR, and 

programmable voltage detector (PVD) – 4-to-16 MHz 

crystal oscillator – Internal 8 MHz factory-trimmed RC 

– Internal 40 kHz RC – PLL for CPU clock – 32 kHz 

oscillator for RTC with calibration 

4) Low-power – Sleep, Stop and Standby modes –V BAT 

supply for RTC and backup registers • 2 x 12-bit, 1 µs 

A/D converters (up to 16 channels) – Conversion range: 

0 to 3.6 V – Dual-sample and hold capability – 

Temperature sensor 

5) DMA – 7-channel DMA controller – Peripherals 

supported: timers, ADC, SPIs, I2Cs and USARTs • Up 

to 80 fast I/O ports – 26/37/51/80 I/Os, all mappable on 

16 external interrupt vectors and almost all 5 V-tolerant 

(B) In telecommunications, RS-232 is a standard for 

serial binary data interconnection between a DTE (Data 

terminal equipment) and a DCE (Data Circuit-terminating 

Equipment). It is commonly used in computer serial ports. 

often a single integrated circuit called a UART that converts 

data from parallel to serial form. A typical serial port includes 

specialized driver and receiver integrated circuits to convert 

between internal logic levels and RS-232 compatible signal 

levels. 

(C) The ESP8266 is a low-cost Wi-Fi chip with full 

TCP/IP stack and MCU (Micro Controller Unit) capability 

The ESP8285 is an ESP8266 with 1 MB of built-in flash, 

allowing for single-chip devices capable of connecting to Wi-

Fi. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wi-Fi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microcontroller
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1) Features 

1) 32-bit RISC CPU: Tensilica XtensaLX106 running at 

80 MHz. 

2) 64 KB of instruction RAM, 96 KB of data RAM. 

3) External QSPI flash - 512 KB to 4 MB (up to 16 MB is 

supported). 

4) IEEE 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi. 

5) Integrated TR switch, balun, LNA, power 

amplifier and matching network. 

6) WEP or WPA/WPA2 authentication, or open networks. 

7) 16 GPIO pins. 

(D) LED outdoor display is a flat panel that uses an 

array of light emitting diodes as pixels. These LEDs has some 

brightness so that it can be used outdoor and visible in the 

sunlight. The following system represents the LED outdoor 

display. 

Screen Area(m) 10mm 

Pixel density 10000  dots/m² 

Screen Resolution 32x16 (dot) 

Screen pixels 10000 dots 

LED type SMD3535 

Operation 

Temperature 

Working: -30℃ ～ 65℃;Storage:-

40℃ ～ 80℃ 

Table 1: 

 
Fig. 1: 

(E) A DC to DC converter is an electronic circuit 

which converts a source of direct current from one voltage 

level to another. It is a type of electric power converter. Power 

levels range from very low to very high. Switched mode DC 

to DC converters convert one DC voltage level to another, 

which may be higher or lower, by storing the input energy 

temporarily and then releasing that energy to output a 

different voltage. The higher efficiency of a switched –mode 

converter reduces the heatsinking needed. DC to DC 

converters are available as integrated circuits requiring few 

additional components. Converters are also available as 

complete hybrid circuit modules ready for use within the 

electronic assembly. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Now the world is moving towards automation, so in this 

world if it is required do some changes in the previously used 

system we have to use the new techniques. Wireless operation 

provides fast transmission over long range of communication. 

It saves resources and time. Data can be sent from remote 

location. User authentication is provided. Previously the 

notice board using GSM was used in that there was the limit 

of messages but in Online Digital System Multiple data can 

be stored on chip or on SD card. Text messages data can be 

seen whenever needed. We will able to meet all the goals as 

per above proposed work. The controller is able to perform 

the functions of controlling the display it is cost efficient 

system and very easy to handle.  Latency involved in using of 

papers in displaying of notices  is  avoided  and  the  

information  can  be  updated  by  the  user. 
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